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This is part 2 of my 2 part series on behavioral changes in Autism and I will discuss other issues
that can contribute.  When the behavior is occurring is something else to consider.  Are the
behaviors happening before school in the mornings or after school in the afternoon? Or does the
behavioral issue happen during therapy sessions or while at school?  Has their been a change that
has occurred in your childâ€™s daily routine?  I often have children whoâ€™ve developed behavioral issues
as a result of a new child entering their classroom and them not getting a long with the new child or
there being some sort of conflict between them. This can also happen with a change in therapist or
change in teacher as well.

Changes in their routine can result in behavioral issues.  Have there been any dietary changes
made recently?  Either removing foods that your child likes or trying to introduce new foods can
contribute to issues with behavior.  Has there been a new supplement added?  Behavioral changes
as a result of a new supplement being added is something I commonly see in children with Autism. 
Adding supplements too quickly and not spacing them out every two or three days before adding in
a new supplement is something that frequently happens.  So behavioral problems can be frequently
caused by supplements.

So it really does require you to be a detective to determine what is causing the behavior issues. 
And knowing how long the behavior has been occurring is important.  Has the behavior been
occurring over the past few days, over the past few weeks?  It may be a situational problem rather
than a biomedical one like I said before.  It could be the result of a change in therapy or school, etc. 
So hopefully this provides you with some ideas to help you piece together what may be going on.

And if the issues are as a result of recently added supplements, what I suggest is to take a look at
what has been added since the behavioral issues. And then I will usually recommend that you
remove those supplements and see whether the behaviors disappear after three or four or five days.
 And then if you want to reintroduce them, you can do so but one at a time.  You may even want to
add them in at half doses and go slowly.  And that may be just what your child needs to be able to
tolerate the new supplement program you are trying to implement.
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Don't let ANYONE tell you there is nothing you can do to help your child. Autism really is treatable!
Start your child down the road to recovery from autism. Biomedical Autism treatments and therapies
have resulted in many, many children improving, or even even losing their autism-spectrum disorder
diagnosis. For lots more free biomedical autism intervention information and videos from Dr. Woeller
go to a www.AutismActionPlan.com.

Dr. Kurt Woeller is an biomedical autism Intervention specialist, with a private practice in Southern
California for over 10 years. He has helped children recover from autism, ADD, ADHD, and other
disorders, and has the information you need to help your child. Get the information you need at his
free blog above, interact with him directly at his membership website at a
www.AutismActionPlan.com.
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